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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Despite successful treatment protocols,  hundreds of thousands of reports of vaccine injury  and

excess death numbers that have never reached the millions of people predicted from COVID-19,

government oKcials continue to call for mandatory masking,  vaccinations, social distancing and

exorbitant Mnes  for people who refuse to bow down to unreasonable demands.

In addition to businesses, primary schools and high schools, colleges have also taken up the

banner against COVID-19. They are enforcing draconian rules for a population of people with the

lowest rate of infection, long-haul symptoms and death.  In fact, the rules in place at many college

campuses are even crazier than those you might see at any big box store, restaurant or small

business.

As the number of “cases" of COVID-19 being reported in the mainstream media has faded to the

background, college campuses are implementing strict protocols after asymptomatic students test

positive. For example, with a total enrollment  of 6,632 full-time undergraduate students and 2,501

full-time graduate students, Brown University put the lock down on the campus after 82

asymptomatic students (0.89%) tested positive.

The percentage of positive cases on the university campus does not warrant the measures being

taken to keep students from socializing. While the actions on college campuses appear to mimic

what's happening in some areas, the long-term effects of teaching impressionable and vulnerable

students to conform to surveillance and reporting measures will be felt as they graduate from

college and take their place as police oKcers, doctors, lawyers and business owners.

Capricious and Comical COVID Restrictions on College Campuses

Brown University has made it clear to their student population that until the “cases” on their

university campus have reduced in number, they are forbidden to get together in groups of more

than Mve, whether they are inside or outdoors. Addressing the challenges of an infection that is now

endemic, Brown University released a statement September 13, 2021:

“To reverse this trend and ensure that Brown can continue the positive gains we have made

in re-establishing in-person campus activities, the University is implementing a set of new

short-term COVID-19 restrictions.”

These are measures that have never been put into place for au or colds but appear to be completely

reasonable to the university administration to put into place for a virus that has a less than a

signiMcant effect on the student population. The statement assures the students that these are

short-term requirements and restrictions.

However, on a school campus where students are required to be vaccinated in order to attend,  it

appears that the restrictions and requirements are more about control and surveillance than they

are about maintaining safety for the students.

For example, undergraduate students will be tested for COVID every four days, and all students and

staff are required to wear masks indoors. The dining service has closed for in-person dining and

the university goes so far as to mandate students not to make new friends:

“Students are expected to consistently engage with the same small social group, rather

than attending or “hopping” among multiple small-group gatherings over the course of a

day or short period of time. They should not go to indoor bars or restaurants.”

Yet, the university reserves the right to host events of any size as long as it adheres to the mask

protocols. Essentially, this addresses any athletic event for this Division 1 school  for which

students, faculty and the community are charged admission.

It seems logical that college campuses would be the ideal place to test a relaxation of ineffective

mask protocols since the vaccination rate is higher than most other places and the population is at

the lowest risk. Instead, it seems as if university administrators are moving in the opposite

direction. And Brown University is not alone.

More College Campuses Join in Absurd Restrictions

Harvard is asking students to keep their “close contacts to a minimum,” despite publicizing their

positivity rate had dropped to 0.16%.  According to Harvard,  96% of the employees and 95% of

the students were fully vaccinated by September 22, 2021. And yet, they continue to require masks

indoors at all times.

Yale University  is telling students to wear a mask in their rooms if other students are visiting, to

wear a mask if it makes them feel more comfortable and to wear a mask outdoors if they've

received instructions from the contact tracing team.

The University of Southern California  is recommending that masks are worn indoors at all times

and is speciMc about the mask covering the nose and mouth. Additionally, students must not eat or

drink inside the building. If they need to hydrate, they must leave the building. Only instructors can

“brieay hydrate while teaching but must re-mask immediately.”

September 17, 2021, Columbia University announced “temporary" restrictions on campus.  Student

key cards were recoded so they could only get into their assigned residence halls. Students are not

allowed guests and social gatherings are limited to 10 students. Although they assure the students

these are temporary restrictions, they reserve the right to “reevaluate and determine if they can be

lifted or must continue” after two weeks.

Radical Student College Life Is No Longer Radical

In a video interview, Dr. Bryan Ardis describes what he calls “natural human behavior.”  In his

example he describes a parent trying to get their children to clean their room. For many, this means

that the parent asks the child to clean the room. If that doesn't work, they move on to bribing the

child and if that doesn't work, the child is forced.

In much the same path the government Mrst engineered fear in the population and then said “we

have a Mx.” When enough people were not getting vaccinated, bribes were offered that ranged from

a donut a day to game consoles to a free haircut to myriad gift cards and giveaways, such as one in

West Virginia offering free custom hunting riaes.  California offered $116.5 million in prizes and in

June 2021, President Biden announced Anheuser-Busch would give away beer.

President Biden has now moved on to forcing the American public to take a vaccine that infringes

on your right to choose. The administration is using multiple pathways  to force business owners

to mandate a vaccine to keep your job. Colleges began with forcing their students to get the

vaccine or they were not allowed to return to campus. But now they've taken it another step further.

Guidance from administrators sounds more like parental edicts than communication to young

adults. Boston University  emphasizes the need for students to be obedient to the testing

requirements and warns that being overdue for testing or their “daily self-symptom attestation” can

ultimately result in suspension and being barred from the university campus.

If the student is not compliant within 48 hours of being suspended, that suspension will remain in

place for the rest of the semester. The University of Michigan  requires all their students to have a

vaccine passport on their phones that must be presented whenever required.

Contrary to the Civil Rights activism, anti-war protests and most recent Black Lives Matter

movement on college campuses around the country,  many young people seem to embrace the

added surveillance, mandatory masking, vaccinations and social distancing being enforced.

College students, who in previous decades developed critical thinking skills and questioned

authority through the encouragement of faculty who believed that colleges were a place where

future generations would learn to advance society, are now quickly learning to comply with rules

and regulations.

Students are voluntarily reporting on each other for not wearing a mask.  Accurate accounting of

COVID-19 illnesses and deaths appears to have eluded University of Iowa students who held a “die-

in” September 2021 to protest what they believe are “lax” rules.  They issued demands that masks

should be worn inside all campus buildings, vaccinations should be required, and all nonessential

in-person events should be paused.

On other campuses, college administrators are encouraging students to “hold each other

accountable,” and yet, as Michael Tracy  points out, “with the added irony that these invocations of

“accountability” serve to deaect scrutiny from those who wield the real decision-making power.”

Tracey writes that the motivation behind the mandates, rules, restrictions and overuse of power, is

in fact about power:

“These administrators have so much invested in the infrastructure of “case” detection

they’ve constructed over the past year and a half — not to mention the wider ideological

project of “stopping the spread” at all costs — that it’s impossible to imagine conditions

under which they’d voluntarily move to dismantle the surveillance systems over which they

preside.”

Americans Unaware of True COVID Numbers

In the best-case scenario, we can hope accurate information about the illness and death resulting

from COVID-19 has not reached college administration and the actions they are taking are not

nefarious. According to surveys, most of the American public are unaware of what the true illness

and death rates are.

Six months after the start of the pandemic, investment management organization Franklin

Templeton Investments  collaborated with Gallup and released a report about Americans'

understanding of the COVID-19 infection. They found many misconceptions in the general

population about the risks. After separating those beliefs and comparing them to the actual data

they found this, from the report:

On average, Americans believe that people aged 55 and older account for just over half of total

COVID-19 deaths; the actual Mgure is 92%.

Americans believe that people aged 44 and younger account for about 30% of total deaths; the

actual Mgure is 2.7%.

Americans overestimate the risk of death from COVID-19 for people aged 24 and younger by a

factor of 50; and they think the risk for people aged 65 and older is half of what it actually is

(40% versus 80%).

When the data were broken down by age groups, the researchers found that most people under age

65 really had no concept of the actual number of deaths for their age group.

Age Percent worried about serious

effects

Percent of actual total deaths

18-24 59.1% 0.1%

25-34 67.1% 0.7%

35-44 69.3% 1.9%

45-54 67.9% 5.0%

55-64 69.8% 12.2%

65+ 77.6% 80.0%

Seven months later, in February 2021, CNN  reported similar results to those taken in July 2020,

from the data in the Templeton-Gallup study represented in the table above. Based on the

percentage of individuals who are vaccinated in the U.S., there continues to be a large portion of

Americans who are operating under the misconception that the infection has a broad effect on

every age group.

The CNN poll revealed  that 76% of the people who had been vaccinated continue to see COVID-19

as a high risk. According to Mayo Clinic's COVID-19 tracker  approximately 52.7% of adults in the

U.S. were fully vaccinated on August 31, 2021.

The Washington Post  reported August 2, 2021, that 70% of adults had received at least one shot.

Extrapolating this information, if 76% of those who are vaccinated believe that COVID is a broad risk

for the population, this means from 40% to 53.2% of the country continues to hold this belief.

Senior editor at Reason, Robby Soave, wrote about this cultural trend on college and university

campuses. His views are that these actions by administrators and students "is madness." In his

piece in Reason, Soave writes:

“Progressive young people who view basic free speech principles with antipathy or even

disdain are in the process of fundamentally changing the workplace. 'We should look to the

campus activist culture of the present to discover what our broader culture might resemble

a few years from now,' I wrote in a recent article for the Deseret News.

If recent history is any guide, we should be terriPed that the current crop of college

students might leave campus possessed of the notion that the most insane version of

pandemic oppression is perfectly normal and desirable."

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

3,739 ratings

ORDER NOW
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The United States is witnessing a tyranny that is fueled by the mainstream media such as CNN and powered by a fascism that is linked to

communist ideas and customs. This inauence is historical. The Chinese Communist Army, along with other Chinese Communist

institutions, funneled at least $ 315 million to colleges and universities across the United States. Ian Easton, senior director of think tank

Project 2049 Institute, told Free Beacon: “It is imperative that the United States government clamp down on the torrent of CCP-linked

money currently aowing into our education system. For the national security of the United States, the implications of the continuation of

the current agreement are serious. The CCP's armed wing, the People's Liberation Army, has access to all information collected by

Chinese entities in American universities. www.dailywire.com/news/report-entities-linked-to-chinese-military-gave..  

A Washington Free Beacon review of federal records shows that some of our nation's most "prestigious" higher education institutions

have been out of Communist China for quite some time - that is, the curriculum they are imposing on the next generation of young

Americans. it is biased in favor of communism and all the horrors that go with it.

freebeacon.com/campus/organizations-linked-to-chinese-military-are-a-c..
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Three professors from different New Zealand universities claimed that the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has been planting

spies in their institutions. All three said that the Chinese have come to their conferences and carried out "information gathering"

activities. They even shared instances of Chinese outsiders who interrupted the lectures and confronted them because of the

issues they discussed. What we now often Mnd is that the students enrolled in our mainland Chinese courses are much more

nationalistic than when I started teaching at universities 12 or 15 years ago.

thenationalpulse.com/breaking/professors-claim-ccp-is-planting-spies-a..  

A prestigious physics chair at Oxford University is changing its name after Communist China "donated" less than a million dollars

to the program. Oxford's Wykeham Chair in Physics will be oKcially known as the Tencent-Wykeham Chair in honor of Chinese

corporate conglomerate Tencent, which owns China's WeChat messaging app. Tencent reportedly gave £ 700,000, or around $

968,000, to Oxford in exchange for the Oxford public to recognize the partnership.

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9238209/Oxford-Unis-Wykeham-chair-ren..  

The truth is that communist China represents a threat to liberal democracies around the world and that teachers and students are

being marked by the fascism of China that links with the tyranny imposed by the Biden mandates supported by the mass media.

communication like CNN and Mnancially fed by the Pharmaceutical MaMa.
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Gui, Legacy News this mornings big headline - Mve million dead from Covid worldwide over the last two years. ??? Five million dead

out of a world population of what eight, nine billion? Five million determined sick with Covid by a deliberately skewed test? Others

determined "cured" by the same test but skewed in the opposite direction? How many people generally die in any given year? How

many people generally die by the au or colds in any given year? Populations once bribing didn't do it bullied with get a Jab/s or lose

your job, get your employee's Jabbed or lose your business, college kids get a Jab/s or go home and we keep your parents money.

Yet we can see what is truly important, liquor stores & football games. There are others of course, but these in particular are

telling. You can accept being programmed to snitch or you can numb yourself with Big Pharma Opioid Drugs, Alcohol or

hypnotized with frivolous entertainment. Programed to  be blind to our Garden, the World & the Life around us. Distracted by shiny

happy things. How  many people die in any given year from opioids a problem nourished and nurtured by Big Pharma? How many

people die in any given years from alcoholism? It's amazing what "we" have money for. What is a priority and why. Just what the so

called "two parties" are actually Bi-Partisan on when one follows the money. At this point there is not much of anything that should

shock us...just saying.
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Yes, JUST, Biden mandates are forcing people to jab or lose their job. This constitutes an act of cruelty. The declaration of

emergency and its multiple renewals are illegal, because there is no "serious or life-threatening disease or condition" in circulation

that justiMes the use of experimental genetic modiMcation therapy and there are also resources available as Dr. Mercola has well

informed , which do not involve genetic modiMcation with experimental injections from MaMs Farmaceutica. This is one more

sample of the corruption:

CDC’S COMMITTEE MEMBER DR. CHEN SHOULD BE REMOVED IMMEDIATELY DUE TO CONFLICT OF INTEREST. Dr. Wilbur H. Chen

is a professor of Medicine at the Center for Vaccine Development and Global Health at the University of Maryland School of

Medicine in Baltimore. He is also a member of the CDC’s Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) — a key federal

regulatory committee that reviews vaccine safety.

And, it turns out, Chen accepts large sums of money from two vaccine makers whose products are subject to regulatory review by

the ACIP. This is a clear Mnancial conaict of interest that must be addressed immediately by removing Chen from the ACIP. A

search of the government website Open Payments reveals Chen accepted $437,250.70 from Emergent BioSolutions and

GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) in 2020. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-wilbur-chen-open-payments-emer..  (11/01/21)
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Gui; it's not just the U.S. - it's the entire population of the planet and the only way this nightmare is going to go away; is if the

international lawyers are able to win in the courts; or, if all the Lemmings wake up and refuse to play the 'game' (not holding my

breath on that one).
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There's also the notion of how many faculty and student at prestigious US universities are actively stealing IP and other

information/knowledge gained at those universities and sending it back to china … as well as the US Citizens who dishonor their

US Citizenship by selling themselves to those chinese spies. Unfortunately for US, this has been going on for a long while … and,

with the continued push to get more and more chinese into the US' prestigious universities for whatever reasons -- this behavior is

not likely to stop. What rationale is there for Mlling US university student and faculty and research positions with chinese nationals

with no allegiance to the United States?
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Thanks Randy. Yes, in recent decades, China has established itself as a global player. It has solidiMed its role as one of the few

countries with interests in the world and the ability to act accordingly. In these documents, I analyze the tools that China relies on

to advance its interests, how local actors are fulMlling China's efforts, and the options exist for those actors, and in some cases the

United States, to respond. The documents demonstrate the diversity of methods that China is employing to promote its interests.

www.brookings.edu/research/global-china-regional-inauence-and-strateg..  This report from the University of Denver and the

Atlantic Council shows how countries inauence one another, and in doing so provides a dramatic portrait of China's rise.

www.axios.com/china-global-inauence-map-us-powerful-cfe94279-2828-436..
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Thank you, anthony.aaron, yes, also in Spain, good scientists are trained and then emigrate to other countries because there are

more research resources and better salaries. In the academic year 2019-2020, 372,000 Chinese undergraduate and graduate

students studied at US universities, representing 35% of the total international student population. India, the second-largest source

of US international students, sent 193,000 students to US universities, representing 18% of the country's total international student

population.

School administrators and experts attribute the overall surge in applications, at least in part, to US President Joe Biden's election

victory over Donald Trump last November and the perception that the new administration would be more receptive to US visa

applications. foreign students and employment visas for students educated in the United States after graduation. This year there

is a reduction in the interest of Chinese students is the result of US visa restrictions on Chinese students, an increase in racism

and increased tensions between the United States and China.

fortune.com/2021/08/16/us-universities-international-students-china-co..
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Chinese espionage is notorious in many countries but especially in the US and Russia. The Chinese government is accused of

stealing trade secrets and technology, often from companies in the United States, to help support its long-term military and

commercial development. China has been accused of using a number of methods to obtain American technology (using American

law to avoid prosecution), including espionage, exploitation of commercial entities, and a network of scientiMc, academic and

commercial contacts. www.globalsecurity.org/.../mss-ops.htm  

A signiMcant case. Juan Tang, the 37-year-old "visiting cancer researcher" at the University of California, Davis, who was recently

arrested by the FBI on visa fraud charges, has basically been denounced as a Communist Chinese spy posing as a "medical

expert". And now, additional evidence has emerged suggesting that there are many more spies who have inMltrated US institutions

as bogus "medical researchers." It is a widely accepted fact that China has stolen billions of dollars worth of American intellectual

property. www.zerohedge.com/markets/has-chinas-military-deeply-inMltrated-us-me..  

According to analysts, the US-China relationship underwent a spectacular change when the Trump administration oKcially

described China as a strategic competitor and Biden continues in the same line. Biden has chosen to reinvigorate old alliances,

especially with Europe and Japan, with a view to creating a "united front" to counter the rise of China. China's earliest experience

with the pandemic has enjoyed a speedy recovery in production for the external sector, becoming a key exporter of medical

devices as well as essential electronic products for teleworking in the rest of the world, including the United States. United.
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Gui, DeMnitions please. What is a "communist govt.? What is democracy? Does a liberal democracy even exist in todays world? Did

any ever exist? I know that the US was never a democracy because I and many of my ancestors have fought our adult lives to make

the US a democracy. We failed! I went to UC Berkeley College of Chemistry in the 60s. Other graduates from the UC system were

Kary Mullis and Robert Malone.

Mullis said that Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) should not be used for diagnosis. He got the Nobel prize in Chemistry not

medicine so he knew.  Malone who was lead in the team that Mrst developed mRNA therapies has serious doubts about the

vaccines. The UC system administers Los Alamos and Lawrence Livermore Radiation Labs so it is heavily tied to federal funding.

From the 40s to the mid 70s tuition was free. I never heard of a student loan.

The idea that Chinese students are spies sounds much like the reasoning that justiMed the illegal imprisonment of over 100,000

American citizens of Japanese descent and conMscation of much of their constitutionally protected property rights. The idea that

there are foreign spies fueled much of the paranoia of the Cold War and led to the execution of the Rosenbergs. Please be careful.

True science knows of no sovereign boundaries. All governments whether labled democratic or communist tend to be

authoritarian unless the citizens don't cooperate.

The students and faculty at Cal shut down the university in 1964 to protest the removal of our right to speak. It was called the Free

Speech Movement. We thought we were the beginning of a revolution but instead we scared the 1% enough that they got a

handsome sock puppet with Alzheimer's and a calciMed brain that could read scripts convincingly to run for governor against those

unruly and ungrateful hooligans at Cal. The beginning of neoliberal authoritarian austerity rule. Please do not demonize any

ethnicity. The consequences will not be what you expect.
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Thanks, axkershaw, interesting comment, of course governments are authoritarian but the degree of authority can deMne a limited

democracy to an outright fascism. According to analysts, Chinese President Xi Jinping wants Beijing to Mll the geopolitical void left

by the US His investments in diplomacy, weapons and artiMcial intelligence prove this. The proclaimed President Xi Jinping, China

is determined to take the leading role on the world stage.

Hand in hand with Xi, he wants to shape the world order to position himself as a benchmark, create strategic opportunities for

himself and his companies and legitimize his system of government. China into an industrial powerhouse in record time. In his

speech to the 19th National Congress of the Communist Party in October, when he renewed his term for another Mve years, Xi

announced the goal of making his country "a global leader in terms of national strength and international inauence." by 2050.

The rise of China forces the world to live with an authoritarian one-party dictatorship. The reality of this fact is clearly seen in the

coronavirus crisis. The disease, which emerged in the country, was silenced by party oKcials who feared a reaction from Beijing.

The investigator who Mrst raised the alarm was arrested for "spreading rumors" and died weeks later. The slowness in the face of

alerts favored international expansion.
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Colleges Conditioning Students for a Surveillance Bureaucracy
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

Universities across the U.S. are mandating vaccination for attendance and enforcing

indoor mask mandates, social distancing and no-socializing policies, but reserve the

right to host events of any size, including bankable athletic events

*

College students who in previous decades had developed critical thinking skills and

questioned authority through the encouragement of faculty and staff, are now

learning to quickly comply with rules and regulations

*

University of Iowa students staged a "die-in," demanding greater restrictions on

activities, while at other campuses students are being encouraged to keep each other accountable by reporting student behavior

*

College administrators appear to be invested in the surveillance infrastructure they built while ignoring the real numbers of students and

staff affected by the virus

*
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In the years of the Cold War, the geopolitical order had two great hegemons, the United States and the USSR, each with their

completely opposite models of economic, political and social systems. China's rise has returned the planet to competition

between two giant countries. China and the USSR are one-party communist dictatorships, with a tight grip on society. But his way

of facing the rest of the world is very different. China makes it clear that its political system is exclusively its own, but negotiates

with capitalist democracies without advising anyone to implement a dictatorial system like its own.

The clearest effect of this mix is seen in the Silk Road, a multi-billion dollar investment program that China has signed with 138

countries. Among them there is everything: from consolidated European and Asian democracies, to dictatorships of all kinds. In

fact, Chinese money is very attractive for countries that, due to their authoritarian regimes, have many problems receiving foreign

aid and investment from institutions such as the IMF or the World Bank. China, unlike them, does not criticize for lack of human

rights or demand controls against possible corruption of the leaders who handle these loans.
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axkershaw
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Yes Gui, China and the US have very different systems both of which are anathema to life on this planet. Give credit to China. It is

playing GO while the US is still playing checkers. China has a banking system that creates money without interest though it has

disguised it to look like a privately held system that creates money at interest. That is what frightens the international banksters.

They know that China cannot be controlled with money. The sanctions imposed supposedly by the US and Europe are actually

enforced by the BIS the privately owned central bank of privately owned central banks.  

All international transactions that use $, Euros, pounds sterling and many other currencies must pass through this privately owned

bank that can act independent of any nation, but it chooses to enforce the $ because that is its source of control. QadaK &

Hussein had to go because they were trading oil in other than $s as is Venezuela. Capital crimes, literally and Mguratively. Scarily

for the banksters, China & Russia along with other countries have built an alternative. Austin Fitts has info I think.

China & Russia are 1-2 generations ahead of the US in military technology. The chest thumping by US & Chinese/Russian

politicians is for public display. If your people are frightened they will obey, which is central to our current discussion. US military

knows it cannot win a war against China or Russia. The reason China & Russia are ahead of us is that they build their weapons for

defense and no corporation execs make a proMt.

The military industrial complex makes weapons for proMt primarily. Much less eKcient. We can look forward to much more

meaningless rhetoric demonizing China and Russia and talk of a possible nuclear war. That is so there will be no pushback on

'Defense" spending. When UK built and bragged about their Mrst class advanced aircraft carrier the Russian response was "Good. A

big target" The US has 11 big targets that Russia & China can take out.
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All the NWO leaders are in bed with each other. All Roads lead to Rome. This is the key the tip of the spear. There is a ruling group

and with research and critical thinking it is clear the Jesuits and their military Jesuit Order are the puppet masters. Modern

Freemasonry was founded in England and the Jesuits and Scottish Rite share the MOs Order out of Chaos and Divide and Conquer.

Look at Pope Frances ( a Jesuit)who lives in Suite 201 in Rome in the Domus Sanctae Marthae ( also 201 learn

their language/code/numbers/occult knowledge) I would hope all here know about Event 201 10/18/2019 in NYC coronavirus

simulation. The controllers mock the masses in the news but the beLIEvers keep trusting authorities or waiting for a savior. These

are agendas that have been in motion for years and now in hyper speed as the First Lie Wins and the propaganda works like a

charm on the dumbed down masses.Catherine the Great rescued 201 Jesuits in 1772.

www.sjupress.com/pages/books/79/s-j-marek-inglot/how-the-jesuits-survi..
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Why are these public universities being supported with taxpayer money if they discriminate against the unvaxed?  This would also apply

to private schools that receive any sort of state or federal funding.  At the very least, discontinue your donations (if you make them) and

explain why.  Do not attend their football games, either as this is a good source of revenue for many universities.  When the Mnancial

spigot dries up, they may come to their senses.  They are already feeling the squeeze.  I hear more and more radio commercials with

colleges advertising for students.  

The mandates for students are a double standard.  Religious exemptions are often granted for politically-correct non-judeo-christian

religious practices or attire.  It would be illegal to discriminate against students on the basis of their health status in other ways.  Schools

are assuming students are infected when they are symptom-free.  Were we not once told that a fever is one of the Mrst signs of covid?

 What happened to non-invasive forehead scans?  I am not about to have a swap permeated with who-knows-what shoved up my nose in

proximity to my brain.
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I mentioned a few yrs ago how a doctoral graduation ceremony at UF was packed with Chinese grads in the most technical Melds.  Not

spies and tech thieves? Ironically this "religious ceremony" was keynoted by a new 6 Mgure gay Latina woman "diversity czar"....while an

almost all Black football team shouts hypocrisy...Universities are all about ratings/prestige, money and the ability to gather celebrated

government grants and secret corporate support...and maintaining a position of supreme authority...when in fact they are money-sucking

racketeers...and public education is all about creating a caste system by urging kids to go to college and be "successful" so they can look

down on blue-jeaned farmers and mechanics.  

So consider the widely accepted credentials of "experts" coming out of these rotten institutions. Articles touting someone's degrees,

doctorates and even Nobel prizes do not impress, but rather raise suspicion of another govt-maMa mouthpiece. Want credibility?  Speak

the truth plainly and simply or F-Off!
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University mythology is particularly irksome to me...I blew many thousands on my kids which could have gone to machinery, small

businesses or silver bullion but was pissed away because "I believed" what I was told all my life. UF was fully responsible for the

agricultural devastation of Florida and its waters, and promoting phake pharma medicine.  Look at all the elite Harvard and Yale

grads who became our biggest crooks.  Genocidal Obama won the Nobel Peace Prize/Zuckberg rules information...These swine

vouch for each other, tout university creds and give awards to the fattest hogs on the planet.  Stop trying to fool me again and

again.  Your diplomas mean nothing to me but giant red aags. Silly how govt. agencies always use university authority to screw the

public.
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And kids come out of our highly advanced education system glued to phones and screens, but can't change a tire, grow a potato,

boil water, understand health/nutrition or can not have face to face social relationships.  They call it a WIN, I call it an abject failure

to promote dependence, obedience and powerlessness. These overeducated idiots have become the ruling class.
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Nailed it Randall,  everything you just said.  I often  go to bed at night and wake up  wondering wtf happened to my 3 children.

 Oldest is 52.  They are 3 years apart.  There is absolutely no hope of them seeing what's actually happening to them,  their children

or their country.  All received an advanced university education (the problem), both parents children of agrarian life and life styles.

 Long days and hard work, church on Sundays (followed by plowing/planting/milking-cutting a load of pulpwood-you get the

picture). They lived that life, yet don't understand any of it.

They habitually turn an the TV and beg themselves to be endocrinated daily by CNN, Rachel madcow et al.  My son proclaims

madcow and Pelosi to be the most intelligent persons in the TV news world and politics respectively.   Arguments abound as you

may well imagine.   I'm lost.  They lined up for the jab, took my indoctrinated grand children along with them (have to dad,

university won't let them in).  I post something mercola on Facebook every day.  They look, we talk, then argue then yell.  Nothing

changes but me.  I feel like I  almost hate them, except for  I remember how good they are except for their destructive stubborn

ignorance and refusal to connect any dots whatsoever.   This is the problem.   This is why we are facing this bs now.  I (we) trusted

others to raise and educate our children.  How so? INTERGRATION, bussing,  Vietnam,  mothers entering the slave market.  I (we)

got lost in the  weeds.  What now. I'm lost.
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This whole scenario is orwellian in the extreme. In my town in a different country I will be standing alone for World Walkout day as

everyone in my so called educated/intellectual middle class circle has gone most peculiar. On the upside, those without a formal

education still have a semblance of if not critical thinking skills, then at least a modicum of curiosity and scepticism. They still have

memories, even if epigenetic, of what oppression feels like. Happily our government has recently enacted legislation Mrmly placing the

onus of vaccine injury on employers should they mandate it for their employees. It is expected that this will have a trickle down effect  to

schools and universities. Legal opinion is that employers simply will not take on this risk, so we will see. DeMnitely some sort of mass

psychosis happening unless it is the opposite and we are the ones in some sort of delusional state. I do try to do self checks now and

then.
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The tests mean nothing; numbers mean nothing; covid means nothing! Is that clear enough?
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Exactly. When will people get it through their heads This is a psychological operation. Mass deception…aka the emperor wears no

clothes. All mind control through propaganda and repetition of lies. Kary Mullis was a threat as he invented the PCR test the

foundation of the lie and said that it was not for diagnosis( it was used fraudulently ). The transfer of wealth has been astounding.

A true plandemic coupled with a scamdemic on a massive scale.
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Randyfast,  that's exactly.   Pretty much everyone commenting here knows what you just posted is the boiled down, bs squeezed

out of it, truth.  WTF happened to everyone else!
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NoJustice: The transfer of wealth, is far from completed. They want it ALL!

Walker; "everyone else" is fast asleep!
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medrakemdgmail.com
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Young Americans are being broken as young horses are, and as slaves used to be. It is now clear that the plandemic was a fraud from the

start, intended to make westerners in general and Americans in particular accept slavery and surveillance and regard them as the safe

and natural state and preferable to freedom. There may never have been a "covid" to begin with, but rather a scheme cooked up by

Fraudci and supported by the Chicoms and Gates, Schwab and Soros, to repackage the au as the Black Death. The virus was purchased

from the Chinese a decade ago by Obama and Fraudci, and was Mrst intended to cause HIV that spread by direct contact like inauenza;

this would have been a catastrophic pandemic that would have been a pretext for cancelling or reversing the 2010 elections and making

the Marxist Muslim from Mombasa president-for-like like his African homies.

The plan did not work, and the virus sat on the shelf in Wuhan until Donald Trump defeated Fraudci's boozy bisexual lover in 2016,

whereupon the plan was sold to the architects of the Great Reset and the Great Replacement at New York meetings in the fall of 2019.

The deal was done and the PCR laboratory technique (not diagnostic test) of Kary Mullis (subsequently Arkancided when he blew the

whistle) was used to induce plague panic, collapse the economy, steal the election, open the border and submerge the United States in a

brown tidal wave of Third World invasion. This is the worst crime against humanity in all of human history, and its authors need to drop,

twitch and swing as at Nuremberg.
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Is this content fact-checked Medrakemdgmail?
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Rose, of course this was fact checked, Medrake saw it on the internet!
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Indeed. The authors of these crimes are none other than the Jesuits/ Jesuit Order aka the Society of Jesus. Roman Catholic

Church even Jewish Bill Gates is now a Catholic.  Please research deeper into who is running this psychological operation. Look at

where the players in this BS were educated.  Trump is one of them he attended Fordham U a Jesuit college. Newsom, Cuomo and

many others also Jesuit educated. The Jesuits paint themselves as the good guys but they are far from that look into their dark

and cruel history. Check out the award to CEO of Moderna.

vaticanconference2021.org/the-2021-pontiMcal-hero-awardees/stephane-b..  ~ https://youtu.be/eYLCkxcNbKg
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Rosebud, every bit of what you ask about being fact checked can be accessed in the various mercola articles and interviews along

with the following "comments" which often provide links for veriMcation.  

Medra, just put the pieces together in a reasonable time line to help the sorting process.  In fact fuelmuer and David Martin's

interview was "linked " several times in these comments previously.   David Martin veriMes the time lines for sars/covid and his

facts are hard to refute, because they are factual.. Check out the provided links sometimes.  Thanks.
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Now restrictions on  hydration time! New Zealand pm jacinta arderne exhorting people not to talk to neighbours. A dirty little piece of

fabric on your face is going to ward off the evil spirits? Ridiculous! And we have the audacity to call our species sapiens.
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I know about Mve millionaires. Maybe more.  Three of them have a bit of college, but no masters or anything.  In short, a masters,

bachlors or doctorate degree does not guarantee wealth. In fact, those I know many with those degrees and their Mnancial comfort is just

average (e.g., $120,000.00 a year income). There are exceptions, of course.  It remains THAT the wealthy, often, do no have impressive

degrees.
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